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Abstract. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is currently under commis-
sioning after a seven-year construction cycle. Unlike conventional hadron colliders, this
machine accelerates, stores, and collides heavy ion beams of various combinations of
species. The dominant intensity dependent effects are intra-beam scattering at both
injection and storage, and complications caused by crossing transition at a slow ramp
rate. In this paper, we present theoretical formalisms that have been used for our
study, and discuss mechanisms, impacts, and compensation methods including beam
cooling and transition jump schemes. Effects of space charge, beam-beam, and ring
impedances are also summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary motivation for colliding heavy ions at ultra-relativistic energies is
the belief that it is possible to create macroscopic volumes of nuclear matter at
such extreme conditions of temperature and energy density that a phase transition
will occur from hadronic matter to a confined plasma of quarks and gluons. The
main goal of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [1,2] is to provide head-on
collisions at energies up to 100 GeV/u per beam for various species from proton to
gold. Luminosity requirements for the heaviest ions are specified to be in the 1026~27

cm~2s~1 range. The higher gold-gold total cross-section results in interaction rates
comparable to proton-proton colliders although this luminosity is several orders of
magnitude lower than those machines. Based on these general requirements, RHIC
machine parameters were derived and are outlined in Table 1.

Comparing with conventional proton colliders like the Tevatron and the Large
Hadron Collider where limitation on beam lifetime and luminosity performance
is due to beam-beam effects, performance of RHIC is primarily limited by intra-
beam Coulomb scattering, which becomes increasingly important for high charge
state ions. The scattering cross-section is proportional to Z4/A2 for particles of
charge state Z and atomic number A. For fully stripped gold ions, intra-beam
scattering causes transverse emittance growth, increasing the emittance from 10 to
more than 40 mm-mr in 10 hours, even in the optimal scenario when the transverse
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TABLE 1. Major parameters for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Col-
lider.

Kinetic Energy, Injection - Top
gold
proton

Circumference, 27ri?
Number of bunches per ring
Number of crossing points
/?*, injection
/?*, low-beta insertion
Transition energy, 77-
Betatron tunes

horizontal
vertical

Magnetic rigidity, Bop
injection
top energy

Dipole field at top energy
Quadrupole gradient at top energy
Accelerating RF system:

harmonic number, h
maximum voltage, V

Storage RF system:
harmonic number, h
maximum voltage, V

Intensity per bunch, N
gold
proton

Transverse emittance (95% normalized), e^
gold
proton

Longitudinal bunch area (95%), S
gold
proton

Average luminosity:
gold
proton

10.8-100
28.3-250
3833.845
60
6
10
1
22.89

28.19
29.18

97.5
839.5
3.45
71.2

360
0.6

2520
6

109

1011

I

1 0 - 4 0
20 - 2 7

0 . 3 - 1.2
0 . 3 - 1

1026

1031

GeV/u
GeV
m

m
m

T-m
T-m
T
T/m

MV
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mm-mr
mm-mr

eV-s/u
eV-s
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motion is fully coupled [3]. This growth results in a large beam dimension in the
interaction region focusing quadrupole triplets. Consequently, the impact from
the field errors of these superconducting magnets becomes significant, limiting the
lowest achievable /?* to about 1 meter at the interaction point and hence limiting the
highest achievable luminosity. Longitudinally, intra-beam scattering causes bunch
area growth, resulting in intensity loss of as much as 40% in 10 hours as particles
escape the confining buckets of the radio-frequency (RF) system. In order to reduce
beam loss and to improve luminosity lifetime, beam cooling has been investigated
[4,17].

RHIC is the first superconducting machine where the beams have to be accel-
erated across the transition energy. Comparing with normal-conducting magnets,
the superconducting magnets require a slow ramp rate for beam acceleration. Both
chromatic nonlinear effects and beam self-field effects are strong during transition
crossing [5]. A "matched first order" transition jump scheme is designed [6] to
effectively increase the crossing rate by a factor of 8 during the 60 ms time around
transition [7]. With such a scheme, the longitudinal emittance growth can be lim-
ited to less than 20% at transition with minimum disruption to the transverse
particle motion.

This paper summarizes the dominant intensity dependent effects in RHIC. In
Section 2, we review the scaling laws of intra-beam scattering, and discuss the
Fokker-Planck formalism that describes the evolution of beam distribution and
beam lifetime. In Section 3, we review formalisms for the non-adiabatic regime of
transition crossing, emphasizing self-field mismatching and microwave instability.
Space charge and beam-beam effects are briefly discussed in Section 4. Impedances
and more conventional instabilities [8] are discussed in Section 5. The conclusion
is given in Section 6.

2. INTRA-BEAM SCATTERING

Beam growth caused by intra-beam scattering (IBS) is of primary concern during
both injection and storage of the heavy ion beams in RHIC. At injection, the IBS
growth time for the momentum spread is about 3 minutes. Alternate filling of the
two rings, each with 60 bunches, needs to be done within about 1 minute to prevent
difficulty in transition crossing and top-energy RF recapture. At storage, emittance
growth occurs in both the transverse and longitudinal dimension. Collimation
systems are designed to remove particles escaped from the RF buckets.

2.1 Beam Rest Frame Hamiltonian

Intra-beam scattering mechanism can be described using the rest frame (a;, y, z, t)
of the circulating synchronous particle. Measure dimensions in units of the char-
acteristic distance £o with £„ = roP2/^272i time in units of p/Pjc, and energy in
units of /?272Z2e2/47reo£o5 where ro = Z2e2/Aireomoc2 is the classical radius, (3c and



fmoc
2 are the velocity and energy of the synchronous particle, and p is the radius

of curvature in bending regions of magnetic field Bo. The Hamiltonian for parti-
cles in a simple system with bending dipoles and focusing quadrupoles of strength
m = -{p/B0)(dBy/dx) is [9]

H=
\\ {Pi + + + \f2 - + V

\ [Pi + Py + Pi) ~ y (* 2 - V2)

c (bending section)

Us (straight section)

(1)

where Uz is the potential provided by the RF system. The Coulomb potential is
non-relativistic in the rest frame:

(2)

In terms of dispersion function D and betatron displacements /31<y, this Hamiltonian
is transformed to

where

— IP2 -i- P2 \ -L ' P2 _L \f _L 77

- 9 V0* + r0y) + 7y fz + VC + Uz,

D + DD" + (D1)2 (bending section)

DD" + (D')2 (straight section)

and

(3)

(4)

(5)

Below transition energy, 7 < 77*, particles are in a positive-mass regime. In an
idealized case that the machine lattice is uniform along the ring circumference, the
Hamiltonian in the rest frame is time-independent. The particle system is thus
conserved, so does the total temperature of the beam in the rest frame. The heat
can be transfered from the high temperature to the low temperature direction.
The system eventually reaches an equilibrium state when the temperature (i.e.
rest-frame velocity) is the same in all directions.

In an actual alternating-gradient focusing ring, the beam sees a time dependent
potential modulated by the ring lattice frequency. The beam structure absorbs
"phonons" and heats up [10]. Intra-beam multiple scattering manifests as a mixture
of thermal equalization and temperature growth asymptotically approaching equal
temperature in all directions in the rest frame.

Above transition energy, 7 > 7r, the beam is in a negative-mass regime. The
Hamiltonian (Eq. 3) indicates that even in the case of a uniform machine lattice,
beam temperature can grow simultaneously in the longitudinal and transverse di-
rections.



2.2 IBS Growth Scaling Laws

Energy exchange and temperature increase in the beam rest frame manifest as
variation of beam emittance and momentum spread in the laboratory frame. In
the laboratory frame, the rate of emittance and momentum growth is usually ob-
tained [11,12] assuming multiple small-angle scattering among Gaussian-distributed
beams. In the case that Dj^lJ2 is nearly constant (e.g. for FODO lattice), the
growth rate formula can be simplified into the following expression [13,3],

av dt
dax

x dt
1 dcr...

ff.

<Jy dt

Z4N r2
omoc

2Lc

A2 -F(X)

nb{l - d2)

-a212 + d2

-b2/2

(6)

where Lc ~ 20 is the Coulomb logarithm, eXiy = Pio^^l Px,y = e/v/6 is the normal-

ized rms transverse emittance, Srms = TTmoc
2^ascrp/cA — S/6 is the rms longi-

tudinal bunch area in phase space, x — (fl2 + ^2)/2, d = -;—— a =

b = -a, rtf, is equal to 1 if the beam is azimuthally bunched, and is equal to 2

if it is not. For azimuthally bunched beams, crs is the rms bunch length and iV is
the number of particles per bunch; for unbundled beams, N is the total number of
particles and as — y/irR. In Eq. 6, F(x) is an analytic function given by

F(X) =
2X)/(x) (7)

where

Arth

'x(i - x)
arctan

(8)
X < 1

The growth rates are linearly proportional to the number of the particle iV in the
beam, and are strongly dependent (~ Z4/A2) on the charge state of the particle.
Except for the form factors x, d, a, and b that depend on the ratio of the beam
amplitudes in different dimension, the rates are inversely proportional to the six
dimensional phase space area. Below transition energy, the asymptotic distribution
corresponds to the condition

V 7
7



Above transition energy, the asymptotic distribution corresponds to the condition

y/nbnc(ax) « (D)ap, 7 » 77

where nc is equal to 1 if the horizontal and vertical motion are uncoupled, and is
equal to 2 if they are fully coupled. In order to confine the horizontal emittance
growth, we intensionally couple the horizontal and vertical motion. The growth
rates at high energy become

r 1

1
a.,.

dap

dt

dax

dt

Z4N 7rr2moc
2Lc

A2

nb{l-d2)/d

d/nc.
(7 » IT) (9)

which is to the first order independent of the beam energy.

2.3 Fokker-Planck Approach and IBS Beam Loss

In order to evaluate the beam intensity lifetime, we use the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion to describe the evolution of particle distribution in the phase space. The
general 6 dimensional (6-D) equation can be greatly simplified by the fact that the
IBS growth time is typically much longer than the synchrotron-oscillation period,
which is again much longer than the multiple collision relaxation time. Since the
leading source of beam loss is expected to be in the longitudinal direction due to
the limited voltage of the RF system, we further assume in the transverse directions
a time-evolving Gaussian distribution. After averaging over the machine circum-
ference and the synchrotron phase for all the particles involved in the collision
[14], we obtain a 1-D Fokker-Planck equation of the density function #(«/) in the
longitudinal direction in terms of the action variable J ,

dt 2dj\D-dj)> W l t h

J = J = 0

(10)

Here, the drift coefficient is given by the expression

F(J) =
r2ds r\
f J0 ' J>

dW

„.„ dJ

(11)

and the diffusion coefficient is given by the expression



dW
dJ

- i

(Q,J) / ;
dW

*ndJ

where

(12)

(13,

is the revolution frequency,

IlUJeG

-y/PE
1

2\]
(14)

•~x,y

dJ
(Q, J) = Sk K(fc) cos 2TTQ [l - 4£ sin2

 2TTQ + (15)

and f = exp [-7rK'(ife)/K(A:)] and K'(fc) = K(Vl - k2). The first integrals in Eqs. 11
and 12 represent the average over the machine lattice; the second integral represents
the average over synchrotron-oscillation phase; while the third integral describes
particles of different action J' involved in the collision. The integration over J' is
performed such that k(J') sin 2TTQ' PS sito.[<j)(Q,J)/2], extending from Jmtn to the
bunch edge J, with k(Jmin) « [sin <f>(Q, J)/2]. For a round beam with near constant

? we have

IF(X) =

ID{\) = _ 2|A|} ,
(16)

where $ is the error function, and sgn(A) is 1 if A > 0, and is —1 if otherwise.
Starting from an initial distribution, Eq. 10 can be iterated to yield the time

evolution of the longitudinal particle distribution, as shown in Fig. 1. Based on
this information, evolution of the transverse beam dimension is obtained from the
growth rate formulae given in Section 2.2. Beam loss through the RF bucket
boundary is evaluated from the reduction of the integrated density \I/( J) over J.
Typically, the longitudinal distribution under intra-beam scattering is Gaussian-like
with zero density at the edge of the RF bucket, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.4 Luminosity and Beam Cooling

Due to emittance growth and intensity loss caused by intra-beam scattering,
the luminosity in RHIC is significantly reduced at the early stage of storage, as
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FIGURE 1. Evolution of the longitudinal density distribution under intra-beam scattering dur-
ing the 10 hour storage in RHIC. The edge of RF bucket corresponds to 1.29 eV-s/u.

shown by the solid line in Fig. 2. Increasing peak RF voltage only improves the
performance modestly, since transverse growth is strong and momentum acceptance
can be a problem [7]. The ultimate improvement can be achieved if beam cooling
methods are adopted. Fig. 2 shows the improvement of integrated luminosity over
a 10-hour store if transverse and longitudinal stochastic cooling [4] are employed.
Cooling in both longitudinal and transverse planes provides an effective method
to compensate for the beam growth, particle loss, and luminosity deterioration
caused by IBS. With longitudinal and transverse cooling of bandwidth 4-8 GHz,
the longitudinal beam loss resulted from the inadequacy of the RF voltage can be
eliminated, and the transverse normalized beam emittance can be confined to about
30 mm-mr. With this scenario, the f3* at the crossing point can be lowered under 1
meter without exceeding the transverse aperture limit at the focusing triplets. The
integrated luminosity can be increased by at least a factor of 2 during the 10-hour
storage period. Experimentally, however, stochastic cooling studies for bunched
beam at the Tevatron indicates unexpected difficulty [15,16] due to large coherent
signal saturation. Nevertheless, stochastic cooling in RHIC is expected to be much
easier since the beam, instead of tightly bunched, occupies the entire RF bucket due
to IBS. Also, the high charge state greatly improves signal-to-noise ratio. Recently,
electron cooling has also been studied for RHIC employing separate electron storage
rings for electron damping [17].
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3. TRANSITION CROSSING

Transition energy crossing is likely to be the "bottle neck" for RHIC accelera-
tion. In the presence of the beam self field, the bunch is mismatched to the RF
bucket upon the shift of synchronous phase at crossing. The mismatch increases
the momentum spread, enhancing the chromatic nonlinear effect and leading to
particle loss. In the absence of a transition jump, this mechanism alone accounts
for an intensity loss of about 70% at transition.

3.1 Non-Adiabatic Regime Formalism

During acceleration, the longitudinal particle motion is non-adiabatic within a
characteristic time ±TC near transition energy -yr

T —
J-c — cos

(17)

where E is the total energy of the particle, 7 is the ramp rate, <f>s is the synchronous
phase, and h and V are harmonic number and voltage of the RF system. The



dynamics can be best described by the longitudinal amplitude function /3L given
approximately by [9]

kTc
= \x [J2_,(y) + N2_,(y)] ~ 1-58 - 1.15x (18)

where y — 2x3/'2/3, x = \At\/Tc, k = ZeV\ cos0s|/27r/j, and At is the time delay
from 7T*. With a normalized time dr = kdt, the longitudinal motion is described
by a Hamiltonian expressed in terms of the action-angle variables ip and J as

The synchrotron frequency is

(19)

(20)

approaching a minimum but non-zero value of f2s(Q) = 0.63 Tc
 1 at transition. The

maximum excursions in the RF phase </> and energy deviation W = AE/hms are

= x/27LJ, and W = J'2[3LJ, (21)

where 1 + Q? = $L!L- For a bunch of phase space area S = 2nJ at transition, the
RF phase spread of the bunch reaches the minimum value

j) = 0.52(S/kTc)
1/2

while the momentum spread reaches the maximum value

(Ap/p) = O.llhu, (kTcS)1/2 /Ef32.

(22)

(23)

3.2 Chromatic Nonlinearity and Self-Field Mismatch

The chromatic nonlinear effect [18,9] originates from the intrinsic mistiming
among particles of different momentum deviation crossing transition, as shown
in Fig. 3. Using the perturbation formalism for the non-adiabatic regime [19,20,5],
the Hamiltonian system including the nonlinearity can be solved to obtain the
longitudinal emittance growth during transition

AS_
S

0-76 ^ , for Tnl

(24)

- 1 , for Tnl>Tc,

where the total nonlinear time ±Tn/ is given by
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(25)
7

where a\ is the nonlinear momentum compaction factor [9]. In the absence of a
transition jump, the chromatic effect alone (low intensity case) accounts for about
20% beam loss at transition in RHIC.

Both reactive and resistive impedances cause mismatch in the nominal bunch
shape at the time the synchronous phase is jumped at transition. A reactive
impedance changes the focusing force of the RF system differently below and above
transition. The amount of mismatch is then proportional to the ratio of the self
field to the RF field provided by the accelerating cavities. Again, we use the pertur-
bation approach [21,5] to solve the Hamiltonian system in the non-adiabatic regime
that includes the self field potential. For a parabolic distribution, the effective in-
crease in the bunch area due to the mismatch, induced by a coupling impedance
\ZL/TI\ around the bunch frequency, is

AS 2hI\ZL/n\
V\

(26)

where

(27)



is the peak current. The effect is usually a quadrupole-mode bunch tumbling and
growth. For RHIC, the space charge impedance is about \ZL/U\ % 1.2 £1. The
induced force stretches the bunch momentum around transition. This momentum
increase enhances the chromatic nonlinear effect, together resulting in a beam loss
of about 70% in the absence of a transition jump.

3.3 Microwave Instability at Transition

As synchrotron frequency approaches a minimum value (Eq. 20) at transition,
microwave instability is likely to occur. For a bunched beam, the instability thresh-
old is inversely proportional to the ratio between the self field and the focusing field,
i.e. inversely proportional to the bunch length (Eq. 21) to the cubic power. Quanti-
tatively, we can solve the Vlasov equation in terms of the action variable using the
non-adiabatic regime formalism [21]. An exact solution for the instability threshold
can be obtained for the parabolic beam distribution as

Ahl n
W\ cos

> I- (28)

A capacitive (or inductive) longitudinal coupling impedance Zy at a broad-band
frequency will cause a microwave instability during a time

Tmw^ 1.37 ( D | | - l ) Tc

after (or before) transition. In the absence of the transition jump in RHIC, the
beam at the nominal intensity is near the instability threshold due to the space
charge force alone.

3.4 Compensation with a Transition Jump

The cause of strong chromatic nonlinear effect and self-field effect at RHIC is
the slow ramp rate of the superconducting magnets. The most efficient way to
reduce these effects is to effectively increase the crossing rate by a transition energy
jump, which is achieved by pulsing two families of quadrupole correction magnets
for about 60 ms. The change of 77- of the lattice is about ±0.4 units, effectively
increasing the crossing rate by about a factor of 10.

A key issue in the design of transition jump schemes is to minimize the enhance-
ment of machine lattice distortion. As experimentally demonstrated on the ACS
[22,23] (Fig. 4), the jump could significantly enhance the nonlinear factor QJ, and
sextupoles were arranged to reduce the nonlinearity. With RHIC, we designed
a "matched, first order" transition jump scheme [6] with which the longitudinal
emittance growth can be limited to less than 20% at transition with minimum dis-
ruption to the transverse particle motion. Fig. 5 shows the residual beam growth
at transition in the presence of the design transition jump.
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4. SPACE CHARGE AND BEAM-BEAM EFFECTS

The mean field of the beam space charge modulates the transverse tunes of the
particles and produces a tune spread that may compromise the dynamic aperture
of the machine. The tune spread |AQSC| is the largest at the injection energy,

|AQ S C | =
3Z2Nr0

2nA(3~f2eNB
f

0.030

0.015

109 eN

N 20 [/im]

eN

for gold

for proton

(29)

where CAT is the normalized 95% emittance, and

D s

Of — ,
; V2^R

is the bunching factor.
The mean field of the space charge between the colliding beams produces a tune

spread at collision. With zero crossing angle, the head-on beam-beam tune spread
per crossing is [24]

3Z2Nr0

2AtN

0.0012 4 * H forgoW

0.0037
N

(30)

tN

for proton

which are independent of the energy and [3 functions. Since the beams are separated
immediately around the interaction point before entering into the triplet region,
there are no parasitic collisions for the nominal storage scenario of 60 bunches per
ring.

5. IMPEDANCES AND INSTABILITIES

In RHIC, the narrow-band impedance spectrum is dominated by RF cavities,
while the broadband impedance spectrum is dominated by the resistive wall effect
at very low frequencies and by kicker magnets in the intermediate frequency range
up to 3 GHz [8].

The threshold for longitudinal microwave instabilities is lowest for heavy ions
during transition crossing, and for protons during re-bucketing [8]. Transverse and
longitudinal dampers are planned to compensate for coupled bunch instabilities [8].
The chromaticities of the machine are designed to shift from negative to positive
for about 5 units in 30 ms at transition to prevent potential head-tail instability.
Electron cloud effect has been [25] found to be tolerable during nominal operation
with 60 bunches per ring.



6. CONCLUSIONS

Intra-beam scattering is the leading mechanism of luminosity degradation, emit-
tance growth, and beam loss for RHIC. The beam is intentionally coupled in the
transverse directions to reduce horizontal beam growth. The effects can be com-
pensated by increasing the RF voltage, by a quicker re-filling, and ultimately by
beam cooling methods. Transition crossing in RHIC is complicated by chromatic
nonlinear effect, beam self-field mismatch, and microwave instability. The effects
will be compensated by a first-order transition jump.

In year 2000, RHIC will enter its first year of operation. The machine will provide
a test bed to verify the predictions discussed in this paper.
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